research is diving into the literature because, as the saying goes, "an hour in the library can save you a week in the lab." But what if there is no literature pertaining to your scientific question? What if you work on an anciently diverging parasite for which 50%-60% of proteins are annotated as "hypothetical unknown?" Sometimes that background research has to be at the bench doing well-controlled but exploratory experiments that will allow you to construct a hypothesis. This hypothesis-generating science is what is missing and underappreciated with our current emphasis on translational or outcomes-based science. Some questions require background research at the bench without the constraints of a hypothesis to even imagine the scientific truth. Scientists must have the support to perform at least some discovery-based experiments, or we as discoverers will fail to make the next big breakthroughs. Scientists simply cannot guess the creative power of evolution.
My dad passed away before I got the chance to fill in the gap between us, but I know now that the key to the public understanding science is not in the details of experiments, but in the appreciation of wonder and discovery, even when its application to human health is not immediately obvious. My lab uses several different hypothesis-generating techniques to uncover how parasites establish and maintain chronic infection in their mammalian host and the consequences of that infection, good and bad, on the host. My lab has discovered parasite mechanisms that we would not have found unless we were performing hypothesis-generating studies. These mechanisms, and the excitement of their discovery, I have found quite easy to explain to the public.
We all have opportunities for public educational moments, big and small. Let's not miss those educational moments that convey our enthusiasm for science and the time and energy it takes for the scientific method to come full circle on difficult problems. The necessity of discovery experiments and our passion for science is what needs to be translated to the public in order to bridge the gap and earn back their trust.
